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WHAT'S THE CURRENT SYSTEM?
Currently Wyandotte County, KS does not have a public defenders office.
Instead, judges appoint private attorneys to represent defendants who cannot
afford one. The State Board of Indigent Defense Services (SBIDS), which has
the power to change the system, is considering whether to establish a public
defenders office in Wyandotte County. 

MORE² supports the establishment of a new public defenders office. Here are
a few reasons why...

1) THE CURRENT SYSTEM TAKES TOO
LONG TO APPOINT ATTORNEYS.
A public defenders office would act with greater
speed. In a review of 125 cases where the court
appointed an attorney in 2020, it took district
courts an average 16.23 days to appoint an
attorney. The majority of these defendants were
in custody while waiting for a court appointment. 

By contrast, Shawnee County's public defender
system assigns an attorney from the public
defenders office at first appearance if
requested, and the attorney is required to meet
with the client within 72 hours of the
appointment.

16.23
DAYS ON AVERAGE
TO APPOINT AN ATTORNEY
FOR WYCO COURTS



2) THE CURRENT SYSTEM OFTEN
PROVIDES INADEQUATE
REPRESENTATION.
Of the previously mentioned 125
cases reviewed from 2020, while
some attorneys provide quality
representation, there are troubling
numbers. In 22 cases, the court
appointed attorney failed to even
request to see the evidence in the
case.  In 98, the court appointed
attorney made no request to reduce
bond. 

Especially concerning are the cases
of presumptive probation, those
cases where the crime charged is low
level, and if sentenced the defendant
is presumed to receive a sentence of
probation. Even in these cases of low
level crime, court appointed attorney
submitted written requests for bond
reductions in only 10 out of 80 cases
(12.5%).
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3) THE CURRENT SYSTEM LEAVES
MANY WAITING IN JAIL 
 UNNECESSARILY. 

Presumptive
Probation

CASE TYPE AVERAGE DAYS IN CUSTODY
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Dismissed
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In the same 125 cases, the data shows courts kept the accused in jail
unnecessarily for extended periods of time. Not only does this have a
destabilizing impact on the family of the accused (losing employment,
income, housing, etc.) but occurs at significant expense to local taxpayers. 


